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Abstract

Dynamic behavior of a magnetic fluid in a laterally vibrated rectangular container

subject to a non-uniform vertical magnetic field has been investigated. Flow behavior

waB observed using the ultrasound velocity profile measuring technique. The effect of

the magnetic field on the resonant frequency of the fluid-container system is discussed.

Experimental results a,re compared with the results obtained from nonlinear theory nsing

the perturbation method.

1. Introduction

A magnetic fluid is a stable suspension of solid magnetic particles whose diameter is

5..-.vlSnrn and they are coated vvith a layer of surfactant which inhibits their coalescence.

that is, the magnetic fluid is a stable colloidal dispersion of rather small surfactant-coated

magnetic particles in a liquid carrier. When a magnetic field is a.pplied to a magnetic

fluid, magnetic particles in the fluid teud to remain rigidly aligned with the direction

of the magnetic field, and several interesting characteristics have been observed (e.g.

Rosensweig 1985).

Zelazo and Melcher (1969) investigated the dynamic behavior of a magnetic flnid

m an oscillated container. They examined the influence of a tangential magnetic field

on the resonance of surface waves, usmg a rectangular containc;r partly filled with a

magnetic fluid and driven by a low-frequency transducer. Also, a simulation of liquid

sloshing in low-gravity were demonstrated by Dodge and Garza (UJ70) using a magnetic

fluid. More recently, interfacial instability of a magnetic fluid in an applied magnetic

field has attracted attention. Sudo et a1. (1987) carried out an experimental study on

the interfacial instability of magnetic flnids in a rectangular container in t.he presence of

;1 rnagnetic field t<'l,ngential to the interface and estinlated the concrete configurations of
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the interface in various conditions. Okubo et al. (1990) investigated the stability of the

surface of a magnetic fluid layer under the influence of a vertical a.lternating magnetic

field. Kikura et al. (199]) examined lateral sloshing of a magnetic fluid in reetangulaT,

cyiindrical and spherical containers. From these studies several characteristic properties

of magnetic fluid sloshing have been clarified, for example, the effects of magnetic field

on the resonant frequency and change of pressure.

Further studies have investigated the sloshing of two fluid layers (e.g. Handa and

Tajima 1979). Li (1970) analyzed the stability of two liquid layers with a free surface set

in motion by an oscillatory lower boundary, using two superposed fluids with different

viscosities and densities. He pointed out that there are two modes of wave motion.

occurring on the free surface and liquid-liquid interface taking account of surface tension.

They carried out some experiments and investigated the dynamic behavior of stratified

fluids with a free surface in a rectangular container subject to vertica..l vibration. Sawada

et al. (19~);j) and Matsuura et al. (1995) investigated two-layer liquid sloshing of a Inagnetic

fluid and a silicon oil in a rectangulaT container, and clarified the effects of magnetic field

on the resonant frequency.

The sloshing problem is not easy from a mathematicaJ point of Vlew. Obvious non-

linearities occur, especially in the vicinity of the resonant frequency. In order to under-

stand and explain this complex problem, a nonlinear approach and detailed measuremerlt

of interna.l velocity profiles are necessary. However, optica.1 methods like laser Doppler

anemometry or the flow visualization technique have not beeu applicable because a mag-

netic fluid is opaque. Ultrasound velocity profile (UVP) measurement is a method for

lneasuring a velocit,Y profile on a. line with respect to the velocity COlnponent a.long this

same line. This method can be applied to an opaque fluid such as a liquid metal. Takeda
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(1986) has developed UVP measuring method systematically and studied its application

to the flow of mercury (Takeda 1987). The velocity profiles in a T branch were measured

for several different combinations of measuring lines and flow directions, and the lengths

of the flow fields were obtained. The results showed good agreement with the calculated

lengths of the flow fields, implying that the velocity profile in mercury How conld be

successfully measured.

The present paper examines the applicability of UVP measurement to magnetic fluid

sloshing which has periodic velocity field. We attempt to obtain nonlinear sloshing re

sponses up to the third order perturbation. The experimental and theoretical results are

compared.

2. Experiments

Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of the experiment.al apparatus. The rectangular

container measures 80 mmx20 mmx150 mm (see Fig.2), and is made of transparent

acrylic resin. An adjustable crank is mounted on t.he output shaft of the motor. The

rotational frequency of the motor is continuously controlled by an inverter. The shaking

table is oscillated sinusoidally and has a range of oscillation from 1.17 Hz to 4.3:3 Hz. The

amplitude of the oscillation is Xo=1.5 mm for aU experiments. A magnetic field is applied

by a cylindrical permanent magnet whose diameter is 110 mm. The distribution of the

magnetic field induction B along the normal central line of the permanent magnet is shown

in Fig.:3. Here h is the fluid depth, Bo is the surface magnetic field indnction at the center

of the permanent magnet(z=-h), and hm is the distance from the permanent magnet.

The equation for B is obtained by measured results and is then nsed for theoretical

analysis.

Th<:: Inagnetir fluid is a water-based 24O/C, weight concentra.tion of fine Inagnetite par-
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tieles Fe304' Its kinematic viscosity. density and sound velocity are 1/=4.2x 10-6 m 2 /s.

p=1.24 X 103 kg/nl and c=1410 m/s at 25°C. respectively. The fluid depth is h=40 nun.

Since the magnetic paTticles in the magnetic flnid are too small to be reflecting particles

for the ultrasonic wave, we also add porous SiO, powder with a mean diarneter of 0.9 11m

(MSF-I0M, Liquidgas Co., Ltd.). An ultrasonic transducer is fixed on the side wall of

the container in order to measure the horizontal velocity profile V". The nltrasonic trans

ducer has a nominal diameter of 5 mm and the measuring volume is a thin·disc shape,

95 rnmxO.7I mm. The UVP monitor is an X-I PS manufactured by Met-Flow AG. The

basic frequency is 4MHz and the pulse repetition frequency is 3906Hz.

Experiments are carried out at various motor frequencies and magnetic field intensi-

ties. The dyuaxnic behavior of the free surface axe recorded on video tape.

3. Nonlinear wave theory

Frequency responses of the free surface of it magnetic fluid have been investigated

nsing lineaTized wave theory by Matsuura et al. (1995). However, the flow behavior of

sloshing is essentially nonlinear. In paTticular, forced oscillation clearly shows nonlinear

characteristics in its resonance curves. Thus, a. nonlinear approach is necessary to investi

gate velocity fields and high freqnency responses of the free snrface. Here we deal with an

analytical solution to sloshing subject to non-uniform ma.gnetic field using a. perturbation

method (see Hayama et al. 1983). An analytical model uses the CaTtesian coordinates

"' and z as shown in FigA, x is horizontal while z is vertical upward measured from the

mean position of the free surface. L is the length of the container and 1) is the free surface

elevation. X o and ware the amplitude and forced angular frequency of the oscillation of

the shaking table, respectively

vVith the assumptions of irrotational Bow and an incompressible fluid, a velocity po-
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tential ¢ exists which should satisfy the continuity equiltion:

The unsteildy Bernoulli equation is given by

do 1 {(D¢)' (d¢)2} P j'H .., .
~ + ;; -:-: + "7 + - + qz - Po JHelH = Xo"-'":" 3m (.v,t<it _ [h U7 P .0

(1)

(2j

where p~ g) IlO) i\:! and Jl are pressure, gra:vitational acceleration) rnagnetic pernH::~(}J)ilit<y

of vacuum, magnetization and magnetic field, respectively. \Vhen the magnetization ilnd

magnetic field ilre assumed to be parallel, the fifth term of the left hand side of Eq.(2) is

written

where Xm is susceptibility of il milgnetic fluid. The milgnetic field H (z) is ilpproximated

by

where Ho is the magnetic field intensity at the bottom of the container = -·h) and Ct is

a constant which is determined by measurement of the magnetic field as shown in Fig.:3.

The boundary conditions on the bottom and side walls, and the kinema.tic and dynalnic

free surface conditions (e.g. Dean and Dalrymple 1984) are given by following equations:
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where. gm is an effective-: gravity due to the Inagnetic force and is given by

_U.:.-P:...o:...A:c:,:..."_H.c/:,,,1t_·-_"_'''_'
gin =g +

p

(8)

(9)

Since Eqs.(7) and (8) for the free surface conditions are nunlinear, they are linearized

by developing I) and pinto pmver series of small parameter z = (X,,/ L)lj:l IIp to the

third order perturbation. These expressions are written in the following dimensionless

form:

+ o( (10)

,I) ." + 3 'or 4)17 = -;c = El/1 T c"172 c rh ..,. E.
1.0

,I' , 2 :) o( 4)
I' = L = -z + ZP1 + E 1'2 + Z 1'3 + ,E

pg

(11)

(12)

where WI is the first resonant angular frequency obtained by linearized theory and where

the function 0 represents other perturbation orders. The first resonant angular frequency

w, is given by the n·th resonant angular frequency equation:

_ !nTigm , n7Th
W n - V L tanh L

Space and time variables are also defined in dimensionless form:

(n)

:r
x* = L' L

r = wt (14 )

Since we are interested in the behavior at the vicinity of the resonant point, we write

angular frequency w as follows:

(15)

Using these preparations, Eqs.(7) and (8) are linearized and we obtain the following

nonlinear solutions:
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where 0 corresponds to the free surface elevation and satisfies the fo\lowing eqnation:

(

, ') v
:3 3 w. ...J....\0
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4. Results and discussions

The frequency response of the free surface of a magnetic fluid is shown in Fig,S,

Here B is the surface magnetic field induction at the center of the permanent magnet,

'I is the maximum free surface elevation at the side wall and WE is the first resonant

angular frequency obtained by experiment for B=O. As the forcing frequency increases,

the surface elevation also increases until the free surface is intensively shaken neat the

resonant frequency. After the resonant frequency, the surface disturbance is repressed,

The first resonant frequency shifts to a higher frequency as the ma.gnetic field intensity is

increased, Assuming a potentia.! flow and using a perturbation rnethod, we have obta,ined

nonlinear sloshing responses up to the third order perturbation O(e:l ) as meutioned above,

In Fig.6 experimental results are compared with the linear anelnonlinear theoretical results

for B=O, '10, anel 80 mT. Here Wo is the Hrst resonant angular frequency obtained by the

linearized wave theory when there is no magnetic field. In the low frequency range, the

nonlinear solution is larger than the experimental values because calculated amplitude
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does not beeome zero with a deerease of the frequency (Hayama et al. 198:l). Experimental

and nonlinear theoretical resnlts have a good agreement partieularly, in the high frequency

regIon.

UVP measurements were mainly carried out at near-resonant frequencies. Figure 7

shows maximum and minimum velocity profiles for several applied magnetic fields. There

are 1024 measurement points along the measurement axis, each representing the velocity

value over a :l9 ms period. Here h, is the position of the ultrasonic transducer from the

bottom wall. Time dependent velocity profiles at a point, ,r = -0.04 nun, are illustrated

in Fig.8. The resonant frequency obtained by experiment for B=O is .f = 2.75 Hz. Positive

velocity means a flow direction away from the ultrasonic t.ransducer. vVhen the magnet.ic

Held increases~ the vclocit~y decreases because of the rnagneti(~ force. That is~ the effective

gravity increases as expressed in Eq.(9). The increase in effective gravit.y also causes the

reflecting pa.rticles for the ultrasonic wave to go upwa.rd~ consequentlj" good echo signals

are not received by t.he ultrasonic transducer. The a.bsence of velocit.y data, especially

for B = 80 mT, in Figs.7 and 8 result.s from this rise of reflecting particles. The spatial

velocity profiles a.re not. symmet.ric with respect. to the central axis (x = 0) (as shown in

Fig.7) dne to the nonlinearit.y of t.he fluid mot.ion.

From the measured velocity data. we calculat.ed 128 power spectra by using a fast

Fourier t.ransform in the time domain. Figure 9 shows the power averaged over a central

region (-9.6 111m :s ,r :s 10.32 mm, hz = 10 Hun). The most dominant peak is Ir,

which corresponds t.o t.he forcing frequency. The peaks .12 and .f:, represent t.wo and

three times the forcing frequency, respectively. The height. of each peak decreases with

increasing ma.gnetic field intensity because the disturbance of the fluid is suppressed by

the magnetic field.

Figure 10 illustrat.es time averaged spatiaJ distributions of the power spectra l(n .1"1,
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1'2 and I3 at a resonant state (.f = 2.93 Hz) for B = 40 mT. Using the velocity potentia.!

derived from theory, the dimensionless velocity component in the :1' direction is given by

t'J:

Lw]

ao'
= 8.r'

In Fig.IO, nonlinear theoretical spatial spectra. for II, I2 and h obtained by Eq.(2:l) are

shown by a broken line, a chain line with two dots, and a solid line, respectively. The

distribution of the frequency component fr are in agreement with the theoretical results.

However, the other power spectra deviate from the theoretical lines, especially near the

side wall furthest from the ultrasonic transducer. This may be because the ultrasonic

echo signal diminishes due to the clustering and chaining of the Inagnetic pa.rticles that

occurs under an applied Inagnetic field (e.g. Rosensweig 1985).

5. Concluding remarks

Lateral sloshing of a magnetic fluid in a rectangular container in a vertically-applied

non-unifoflIl lnagneticfields has been investigated. Assurning a potential floy\, and using

a perturba.tion method, we have obtained nonlinear sloshing responses up to the third

order perturbation in the vicinity of the first resonant frequency. The theoretical nonlinear

solutions agree with the experimental results. However, the nonlinear solutions are a little

la.rger than the experimental data in the lower frequency range because the amplitude of

the free surface oscillation does not become zero with a decrease of the frequency. In fact,

in this range, the linear solutions are in better agreement with the experimental values.

Since a magnetic fluid is opaque, it has been very difficult to obtain velocity field

data using a conventional measuring technique. vVe have applied the UVP measurement

technique to a sloshing liquid to obtain both spatial velocity profiles aloug horizontal

lines and time dependent velocity profiles. The amplitude of the velocity decreases with

(1, increase in rnagnetic field intensity because of increase of the rnagnetic force. /-\130.
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the power spectra were calculated from the velocity data. The spatial distribution of the

dominant peak h are in good agreenlent with the nonlinear theoretical results. however,

other power spectra deviate from the theoretical lines. In the future, we suggest the in

vestigation of the influence of magnetic helds on ultrasound reflecting particles and the

clustering luechanis111 of rnagnetic particles.
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